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1. A classical result, due to Hilbert, reads that the Riemann C-function 
cannot satisfy an algebraic differential equation. At the Mathematical 
Congress of 1900 in Paris HILBERT ([1], p. 320) put the question to prove 
that the function 
00 
C(X,8)= 1 xnn-S 
n~1 
even cannot satisfy an algebraic partial differential equation. This problem 
has been solved by MORDUCHAI-BoLTOVSKOY [2] in 1914 1) and inde-
pendently by OSTROWSKI [4] in 1920. 
By means of Ostrowski's method A. G. POSTNIKOV [6] proved in 1956 
the following theorem: Let m be a fixed positive integer, XI'(n) the 
characters modulo m and 
00 
(1) L(x, 8, XI') = 1 XI'(n) xnn-S (fl= 1,2, ... , tp(m)) 
n~1 
the corresponding L-functions. Then there cannot exist an algebraic 
relation between the partial derivatives of the functions (1). 
In the present note I generalize Postnikov's result slightly and I show 
that it easily follows from a simple theorem on arithmetical functions, 
namely: 
Theorem 1. Let IT(n) ('r= 1, 2, ... , t) be arithmetical functions with 
values in a torsion-free ring R (R is torsion-free if for any non-zero element 
a of R also na *0 (n= 1,2, ... )). Let /1, /2, ... , It be algebraically dependent 
over R in the sense of the convolution theory of arithmetical functions 2). 
1) The author has not been in a position to consult Morduchai-Boltovskoy's 
paper [2] of 1914; see also [3]. 
2) This means that for any pair of arithmetical functions (/1, h) the ordinary 
product /1(n) h(n) should be replaced by the convolution product 
where the summation is extended over all ordered pairs of positive integers 
(nl, n2) so that nln2 = n. 
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Then there exist elements AAT= 1,2, ... , t) of R, not all zero, such that 




holds for all primes p except perhaps for finitely many. 
This is a special case of a theorem of the author proved in an earlier 
paper [5J, Theorem 2, p. 161. It has already been pointed out in [5J 
that this theorem is related to OSTROWSKI'S method given in [4 J. Therefore 
the proof to be given here in the next section does not fundamentally 
differ from Postnikov's. However the new proof is much shorter and 
uses less calculation. Also it easily leads to further results of the same 
kind as I will show on another occasion. 
2. Let L(x, s, XI-') denote the functions in x and s given by (1). Let 
k and l be non-negative integers and let C range through the set of real 
numbers. We study here the set of functions 
It is well-known that there exist simple linear relations between the 
functions of this set; e.g. 
a.s.o. However the following theorem shows that there cannot exist 
algebraic relations between functions of this set, provided that a certain 
simple condition is satisfied. 
Theorem 2. Let k and l be non-negative integers, let CI, C2, ••• , Cr 
denote different real numbers, but such that for each choice of 
i, j=O, 1, ... , r the difference Ci-Cj does not belong to the sequence 
{1,2, ... ,k}. Then the (k+1) (l+1)rcp(m) functions: 
(2) {
X = 0, 1, ... , k 
(),,+-, A=0,1, ... ,l 
()X"()SA L(x, s+ce' XI-') e = 1,2, ... , r 
fJ, = 1,2, ... , (jJ(m) 
are algebraically independent over the ring of polynomials C [x, sJ. 
Rem ark. For r = 1, Cl = ° we obtain Postnikov's result. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the functions (2) are algebraically 
independent over the ring C [x J, for by a lemma of OSTROWSKI ([4 J, p. 246; 
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see also p, 256): if the functions (2) satisfy an algebraic relation over 




where the Dirichlet series on the right-hand side are absolutely convergent 
for Ixl;;;; 1 in the half-plane Re 8> 1 +k+max (-ce), 
e 
We shall derive a contradiction by assuming that the functions in (2) 
are algebraically dependent over C [x J. For then the Dirichlet series 
in (3), considered as formal series, are also algebraically dependent over 
C [xJ. For the product of two Dirichlet series we have here to take the 
formal Dirichlet product, But this means that the arithmetical functions 
{ 
" = 0, 1, .. " k 
n fl = 0, 1, .. " l 
j",",e"jn)=,,! (,,) (-logn)"n-ceX,u(n)xn ->< e: 1,2, .. " r 
fh - 1,2, .. " q;(m) 
are algebraically dependent over R=C [x] in the sense of theorem 1. 
Therefore it follows from this theorem that there exist polynomials in x: 
A(", fl, e, fh; x) E C [x], not all zero, so that 
for every sufficiently large prime p, 
By considering the highest powers of x actually occurring in (4) we 
find that there exist complex numbers B(", fl, e, fh), not all zero, and 
independent of p, such that 
(5) ",~,,u B(", fl, e, fh) (~) p-ce (log p)"X!'(p) = ° 
holds for sufficiently large p, 
The real numbers Cl, C2, "" Cr are subject to the condition stated in 
the theorem, This implies that" and e in (5) are uniquely determined 
by the conditions B(", fl, e, fh) i= ° and ,,-ce maximal. Now consider 
the (k+ 1) (l+ l)r sequences of coefficients 
{B(", fl, e, 1), B(", fl, e, 2), .. " B(", fl, e, q;(m))} 
with ,,= 0,1, .. " k; fl=O, 1, .. " l; e= 1,2, .. " r, 
Discard the sequences with all components zero, Select under the 
remaining sequences those with" - ce maximal; this fixes" and e, Finally 
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take under these sequences the sequence with A maximal. Denote this 
particular sequence by 
{Bl' B 2, ... , B<p(m)} 
By letting p --+ 00 one easily obtains from (5) 
<p(m) 
(6) L BI'XI'(p)=O 
1'-1 
for every sufficiently large prime p. 
The remaining part of the proof is as in Postnikov's proof: Let 
AI, A2, ... , A<p(m) be a reduced system of integers mod. m. By Dirichlet's 
theorem on primes occurring in arithmetical progressions there exists for 
every i=l, 2, ... , cp(m) an infinity of primes p such that p _ Ai(mod m); 
hence by (6) 
<p(m) 
L BI'XI'(Ai)=O (i = 1,2, ... , cp(m)) 
1'-1 
From these cp(m) linear equations in the BI' together with the orthogonality 
relations 
it follows in a well-known manner: 
Bl = B2 = ... = B<p(m) = O. 
This is a contradiction since not all BI' are zero. 
3. The assertion of theorem 2 still holds if we generalize the functions 
defined in (1) to a somewhat larger class: 
L(x, 8, XI') = L XI'(n) cpn(x) n-S ({l= 1,2, ... , cp(m)) 
n-l 
where the CPn{x) =xn + ... are polynomials with leading term xn, such 
that for Ixl ~ 1 the cp(m) Dirichlet series are convergent in some half-plane. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
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